
Hi children,

Well what a funny old world we live in right now! I’m sure you are all doing your very best to 

complete your learning at home just as you do at school. 

Even though you have work to do, please make sure you are spending time with your family 

doing something you all enjoy. Watching a film, making food together, reading a book or just 

having a chat, that’s very important too!  

Please do post on Twitter if you can, not only do I love to see how you are getting on but you 

can share with your friends this way too!. It doesn’t have to be school work, you can upload 

photos, drawings, videos, anything you want to share as long as an adult is doing it with you 

as you are of course not old enough to use Twitter on your own. 

Much love, 

Miss Mc



Hello Parents and Carers,

Thank you for your support and efforts in home schooling, I really do hope this is 

going as smoothly as it possibly can for you. Keep the emails coming, no question 

is too small! 

I’ll leave the Twitter handles here again, please feel free to share work, drawings, 

videos, pictures anything at all to keep in touch, the children can obviously share 

with other families this way too. Great opportunity here to talk to the children 

about internet safety as their time online is likely to increase as social distancing 

continues. 

@TheOaksCPChnut

@TheOaksCP

Much love, 

Miss Mc

laura.mcintosh@theoaks.cheshire.sch.uk

mailto:laura.mcintosh@theoaks.cheshire.sch.uk




School logins

Mathletics - maths tasks set by Miss Mc

TTRockstars - timestables set by Miss Mc at your child’s level, they 

will get progressively harder each week

Bug Club - online reading books set at your child’s benchmarking 

level (if your child is reading beyond benchmarkng I have set them 

the highest level possible)

Accelerated Reader - quizzes to take after you finish reading a book, 

children who access this at school have brought an accelerated reader 

book home but you can also search for any book, try one of your 

own collection.  



English - I can answers questions about a text showing my comprehension. 

You will need your Pupil Anthology p15- 18 (green book with animals down the left side) or 

you are looking for stapled pages titled ‘Shark Attacks - the facts’ by Cathy East Dubowski.

Read the information, there is quite a lot of text to read so take your time, read more than 

once and check any unknown words with an adult or by using dictionary.com 

Ignore the letters PCM - just follow the rest of the instructions and answer the questions on 

p18. Write your answers in full sentences in your blue home learning book. 

Remember this is about showing you have understood what you have read, don’t attempt to 

answer the questions if you don’t understand the writing. Keep reading in small chunks 

and talking it through with an adult or perhaps an older sibling might be able to help.

Neat joined handwriting for answers please. 



English - I can answers questions about a text showing my comprehension. 

Top tips for parents -

• Reading comprehension questions are pointless for a child who has not understood what 

they have read, ask your child to tell you what they have learned before they start 

answering. Perhaps ask them to tell you the three most interesting things that they didn’t 

know before. Doing the activity before the questions will give you a clue how much they 

have understood. 

• Still struggling? - delay answering the questions and do some online research about 

shark attacks and chainmail suits if you have the resources to do so. (This will involve 

more reading and be beneficial to your child). 



Maths - I can interpret and present data using pictograms.

Complete Collins Busy Ant p38-39 in your home learning book. 

Finish working on Charity Pictograms challenges 1 and 2 if you didn’t get finished 

yesterday.

Now do challenge 3 on p39



Maths - I can interpret and present data using pictograms.

Top tips for parents

• If your child struggled yesterday and you changed they key to help 

them, try that challenge again today with the original key, a circle 

represents 2 coins.

• Read questions for your child if that is slowing them down but try to 

allow them to tackle the maths element independently if they can. 

• Take it at your child’s pace - if they need more time that is fine. 


